Lyme disease spirochetes possess complex genomes, consisting of a main chromosome and 20 or more smaller replicons. Among those small DNAs are the cp32 elements, a family of prophages that replicate as circular episomes. All complete cp32s contain an erp locus, which encodes surface-exposed proteins. Sequences were compared for all 193 erp alleles carried by 22 different strains of Lyme disease-causing spirochete to investigate their natural diversity and evolutionary histories. These included multiple isolates from a focus where Lyme disease is endemic in the northeastern United States and isolates from across North America and Europe. Bacteria were derived from diseased humans and from vector ticks and included members of 5 different Borrelia genospecies. All erp operon 5=-noncoding regions were found to be highly conserved, as were the initial 70 to 80 bp of all erp open reading frames, traits indicative of a common evolutionary origin. However, the majority of the protein-coding regions are highly diverse, due to numerous intra-and intergenic recombination events. Most erp alleles are chimeras derived from sequences of closely related and distantly related erp sequences and from unknown origins. Since known functions of Erp surface proteins involve interactions with various host tissue components, this diversity may reflect both their multiple functions and the abilities of Lyme disease-causing spirochetes to successfully infect a wide variety of vertebrate host species.
O ne striking aspect of the Lyme disease-causing spirochete, Borrelia burgdorferi sensu lato, is the abundance of naturally occurring DNA replicons within each bacterium. The type strain, B31, contains 25 distinct DNA entities: a 911-kb linear main chromosome, and a variety of 5-to 56-kb linear and circular elements, loosely described as plasmids (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) . Among the smaller borrelial DNAs are a family of circular replicons of approximately 32 kb in size, known as cp32 elements, that appear to be episomal prophages (2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11) . Individual bacteria have been identified that simultaneously harbor 9 or more distinct cp32s, which is possible due to each possessing a different segregation locus (2, 3, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16) .
In addition, cp32 elements exhibit considerable variability at two loci that encode outer surface lipoproteins (2, 3, 7, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17) . One of the variable cp32 loci is designated erp (OspEFrelated protein) (3, 6, 7, 15 ). An alternative nomenclature has been proposed, dividing erp genes into three groups, named ospE (outer surface protein E), ospF (outer surface protein F), and elp (OspEFlike leader peptide), under the assumption that each group represents a discrete evolutionary lineage (13) . Closely related cp32s of different bacterial isolates often contain extremely diverse erp sequences.
The mono-or bicistronic erp operons encode surface-exposed lipoproteins that are produced throughout vertebrate infection but are largely repressed during colonization of vector ticks (18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28) . Known functions of Erp proteins include binding of host plasmin (which could facilitate dissemination through host tissues), complement factor H and factor H-related proteins (which protect against killing by host complement), and laminin (which could enhance colonization of host extracellular matrices) (29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44) . Sequences of erp alleles often vary dramatically between different strains. It has been hypothesized that such variations in the encoded host-interactive proteins contribute to the ability of Lyme disease-causing spirochetes (here, Lyme spirochetes) to efficiently infect a wide variety of vertebrate host species (32, 37) . Notably, Borrelia species that cause relapsing fever also contain cp32 episomes, but none possesses erp loci (45) .
Previous sequence analyses of cp32 elements from four strains of B. burgdorferi indicated that, in nature, cp32s move between bacteria, and erp sequences shuffle between different cp32 prophages (3, 12, 46) . Recently, the entire erp sequence repertoires of 18 additional strains of Lyme spirochetes have been determined (this work and references 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, and 53) . These bacteria were isolated from humans and ticks throughout the world and include multiple isolates from an area where Lyme disease is endemic in the northeastern United States. Herein we report an analysis of the evolutionary histories of sequences encoded at the erp locus, with an emphasis on the implications of sequence conservation and diversity. These results indicate that all open reading frames at this locus contain a well-conserved 5= end, indicative of a common ancestry, while the 3= part of each allele is a unique chimera of DNAs from many diverse origins.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains. The strains analyzed in this study are listed in Table 1 . The primary goal of the present study was to assess the variation among erp alleles both within individual bacteria and between different bacterial Plasmid nomenclature is standardized according to segregation locus type, such that all plasmids designated cp32-1, for example, contain a similar segregation locus. All cp32 segregation loci fell into the 12 previously described groups (see Fig. 1 ). Note that the first examined strain, B. burgdorferi B31, contains 2 distinct prophages that possess identical maintenance loci, cp32-2 and cp32-7, and define segregation locus type 32-2/7. As a result, the numbering scheme for the 12 groups goes up to cp32-13. For those erp genes that have been previously described, the published names are used. Various naming schemes were applied to these genes by their discoverers. Previously undescribed erp alleles found by mining GenBank are identified by the open reading frame designations of the entries.
b
The cp32-10 plasmids of strain B31 and BL206 are naturally integrated into an unrelated linear replicon, which created the ca. 56-kb linear plasmid lp56. (54) . Included in our analyses were at least one member of each of those named species. Thus, our panel of strains included both groups of closely related organisms and individual examples of genetically distant bacteria, permitting a broad view of erp diversity in nature. Naming of cp32 elements follows the convention of grouping borrelial DNAs according to sequences of the replication/segregation locus (5, 12) . For example, all cp32s that possess an episomal maintenance locus similar to the cp32-1 of type strain B31 are designated cp32-1. Some episomes are fusions of two or more distinct cp32s and contain multiple segregation loci. In such cases, the replicon is given a name indicative of all its ancestral prophages (e.g., cp32-1-5 of strain JD1 is a chimera of cp32-1 and cp32-5). Strain DN127 maintains a chimera of four different cp32 types and is referred to as DN127-Quad.
Sequence data. Sequences of erp loci were previously determined for B. burgdorferi strains B31 (2, 3, 6), 297 (13), Sh-2-82 (46) , and N40 (46) . The erp and cp32 segregation loci of B. burgdorferi strain BL206 were cloned and sequenced as part of the current work, using the previously described method of PCR with oligonucleotide primers based on conserved erp locus sequences (12, 46) . Strain BL206 was selected because it was originally isolated from the blood of a human Lyme disease patient and is highly virulent in experimental mouse models (55, 56) .
To ensure that all alleles were identified, GenBank was searched using the 5=-noncoding regions of previously identified erp alleles and the predicted sequences of known proteins encoded at this locus, using BlastN or BlastP, respectively (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi). As new alleles were identified from the searches, they were used in turn as queries for additional BLAST searches. This was continued until BLAST searches failed to uncover new alleles.
The sequences of a single or pair of erp alleles from many Lyme spirochetes are included in GenBank. Most were identified and sequenced because they are closely related to previously identified sequences (57, 58) . Such orphan sequences were not included in these analyses, since the cp32 and erp diversity in those bacteria cannot be assessed. Only strains for which the entire cp32 repertoire had been sequenced were considered for this work.
A locus was operationally defined as an erp if it (i) encodes one or more predicted lipoproteins and (ii) has a 5=-noncoding region similar to those originally identified in B. burgdorferi strains N40, B31, ZS7, and 297 (6, 18, 19, 57, 59) . Those open reading frames within identified erp operons that encode predicted lipoproteins were operationally defined as being erp alleles. This last definition is important, as some erp operons include a nonlipidated, unrelated gene named bapA (6, 19, 46, 58, 59) . erp sequences can vary greatly in size but generally fall into three groups, described here as small-, medium-, and large-sized erps. These groups roughly correspond with the previously suggested ospE, ospF, and elp groups, respectively (13) .
Sequence analyses. Alignments of DNA sequences were performed using Clustal W2 (http://bips.u-strasbg.fr/fr/Documentation/ClustalX/) with a gap opening penalty of 35.0, gap extension penalty of 6.66, and DNA transition weight of 0. The amino acid sequences of protein-coding regions were aligned using MAFFT (60) to correctly conserve gaps and were converted into the corresponding codon alignment by using PAL2NAL (61) . Similarities among cp32 ParA-like proteins were assessed by neighbor-joining analysis using Clustal X (62) .
Divergence within and among the three size-grouped erp alleles was investigated using global alignment tests for all pairwise combinations of peptide sequences by using the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm (63) . The Gonnet matrix (64) was used as the scoring matrix for the alignments, with a gap penalty set to 10 and gap extension penalty set to 0.1. For all alignments, the percent sequence identity was calculated using either the proportion of identical residues in the alignment or the proportion of identical residues in the alignment without gaps. Recombination events among alleles within each group of erp sequences were detected using RDP3 program (65) . The RDP3 program incorporates the recombination-detecting algorithms RDP (66), GENECONV (67), Chimaera (68), MaxChi (68, 69) , Bootscan (70, 71) , Siscan (72) , and 3Seq (73) , all of which mandate aligned sequences that share a recent common ancestry to detect recombination breakpoints and to identify the source of recombinant fragments. Thus, sequences in different-sized groups could not be analyzed together, limiting the detection of recombination events between sequences in different groups to manual investigation of sequences with high homology. The RDP3 analyses were conservative, in that only events in which at least three independent algorithms detected recombination sites within the same region of the alignment are described.
Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. New strain BL206 sequences were deposited in GenBank with the following accession numbers (in parentheses):
, erpX (DQ872882), the cp32-11 replication/segregation locus (DQ872884), and the left and right recombination sites within lp56 (DQ872885 and DQ872886, respectively).
RESULTS
cp32 elements in Lyme disease-causing spirochetes. The number of cp32 episomes in individual sequenced genomes was highly variable (Table 1) . Additional, apparently linear plasmids were identified that contained cp32-like replication/segregation loci but did not carry erp loci or any other genes characteristic of cp32s (Fig. 1) ; these latter plasmids are not discussed further. B. garinii strain Far04 contains a total of 7 small DNA elements, a number comparable to cultures of B. burgdorferi strain B31 that have been serially passaged in culture media for many years and have lost the majority of their small DNAs (2, 50, 74) . The sequenced culture of B. garinii Far04 does not contain any cp32 elements (50) , but whether this is also true of the bacterium in nature or is due to plasmid loss in culture is not known.
For all newly analyzed cp32 plasmids, the cluster of genes involved with plasmid maintenance were similar to the 12 previously identified types (Fig. 1) (2, 3, 5, 7, 12, 16, 46, 58) . The degree of conservation among cp32 maintenance loci in different species of Lyme spirochetes is striking. For example, the 257-amino-acid ParA-like protein encoded by the cp32-5 of B. garinii PBr differs by only 2 residues from that encoded by the cp32-5 of B. valaisiana VS116, by 12 from that of B. afzelii ACA-1, by 13 from that of B. spielmanii A14S, and by 14 from that of B. burgdorferi 64b. These results suggest that there exist a limited number of cp32 borreliaphage types in nature. We also note that the definitions of these 12 cp32 types are somewhat arbitrary. The 12 types indicated in Fig. 1 are presumed, based on the fact that they are found coexisting with other types in natural Borrelia isolates, to represent different plasmid compatibility types (5); however, in most cases this has not been proven experimentally. Thus, some of the relatively deep branching subclusters of ParA-like proteins, such as those represented by VS116 cp32-7, ZS7 cp32-10, and PKo cp32-12, could have different compatibility properties than others in those "types." figure) . The DN127 protein labeled DN127frag in the cp32-12 branch is a ParA fragment from the DN127 cp32-Quad element. All the replicons in the figure carry highly related complements of non-partition cluster genes, except for seven "lp32" plasmids, noted by a pink background in the figure, which encode cp32-like ParA proteins but do not carry erp sequences (these will be described elsewhere [S. Casjens, unpublished data]). Replicon cp26 is an unrelated, universally present circular "plasmid" and is shown only for reference. Bar, 0.05 fractional change.
Although most cp32 plasmids are syntenic and quite similar to each other in size and overall gene content, several cp32 elements exhibit evidence of naturally occurring gross rearrangements (Table 1). As examples, strains N40 and 297 both contain cp32s with large deletions that yield final sizes of approximately 18 kb (75, 76) . Strain SV1 contains an 83-kb chimeric plasmid that is comprised of part of a cp32 integrated into a linear plasmid, and strains B31 and BL206 both contain a 56-kb linear replicon that consists of a cp32-10 integrated into a different linear plasmid (2, 3, 77) . Strains ZS7, 64b, JD1, and 118a each contain unique replicons that are chimeras of two distinct cp32s (52) .
erp 5=-noncoding sequences. Analyses of 5=-noncoding DNA sequences from erp loci revealed extensive sequence conservation that is unique to the cp32 replicon family (Fig. 2A) . Furthermore, every sequence in GenBank having a 5=-end homologous to a defined erp operon is located on a cp32-type replicon. High degrees of similarity were observed across all Borrelia genospecies from all geographic locations of origin.
The erp operator, located immediately 5= of each erp operon promoter, is required for transcriptional regulation and contains high-affinity binding sites for three borrelial proteins (B. Jutras et al., submitted for publication, and references 11, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, and 83). Although there is extensive sequence conservation among erp operator sequences, some variations were observed ( Fig. 2A and data not shown) . With four exceptions, all analyzed erp operators include two full binding sites and one half-site, for the antirepressor EbfC (80) . Three erp loci of strain SV1 each contain one full and two half-sites, and one locus of strain JD1 contains three half-sites. Differences of 1 or 2 bp in the binding sites for the BpaB repressor and Bpur modulatory proteins were also observed for a small number of erp operons ( Fig. 2A and data  not shown) . Such variations may affect the affinities of the proteins for each erp operon in a cell and may contribute to the reported differences in erp transcription levels (19, 59, 78, 84) .
The transcriptional promoter, especially the Ϫ10 element, is the most variable part of the erp 5= region ( Fig. 2A) , and this may contribute to different expression levels among loci. For example, B. burgdorferi B31 erpAB and erpG are transcribed at different levels due to differences in their promoter sequences (78) . However, there are no patterns regarding linkage of various promoter Ϫ10 sequences with any particular of type of erp allele ( Fig. 2A) . erp coding sequences. All erp sequences contain highly con-
FIG 3
Sequence similarities within and between erp sequence size classes are limited, except within the small-sized sequences. For each comparison, the horizontal line is the median, the box indicates the upper and lower quartiles, and whiskers indicate the maximum and minimum values. Average pairwise similarities among sequences within the large-sized sequences or within the medium-sized sequences are very low, with some pairs of sequences demonstrating as little as 17% identity. Small-sized sequences are a more homogeneous group, with an average of 69% sequence identity among pairs of sequences. Identity among pairs of sequences from different size groups was generally low, although some pairs of sequences between groups were more similar than pairs of sequences within groups. This result may indicate the presence of recombination events among sequences from different groups. Gap regions were not included in these analyses. Origins of Diversity among Borrelia erp Genes served 5= termini, encoding the leader polypeptide and cysteine lipidation signal (Fig. 2B) . Also well conserved are the first 5 codons beyond the lipidated cysteine, which contain the membrane sorting code, consistent with the conserved cellular localization of Erp proteins in the outer membrane (85, 86, 87) . Beyond these initial nucleotides, tremendous diversity is apparent. erp sequences can vary greatly in size, and robust DNA sequence alignments require division into three groups, described here as small-, medium-, and large-sized erps. These groups roughly correspond with the alternative nomenclature names ospE, ospF, and elp, respectively (13). Even after removing gaps from the DNA sequence alignments, sequence identities between pairs of sequences from different groups averaged in the range of 20% (Fig. 3) . The small erp sequences (ospE) represent a relatively homogenous group with modest sequence and length diversities (69% average pairwise sequence identity) (Fig. 3, 4A, and 5A ). In contrast, the medium-and large-sized erp sequences (ospF and elp, respectively) have undergone considerably greater numbers of insertion and deletion events (Fig. 4B and C and 5B and C). Further, pairwise identity is much lower within the medium-and largesized erp groups, with 44 and 40% average pairwise identity, respectively (Fig. 3) . In many cases, such as with the B. burgdorferi strain 297 large-sized elpA1 and elpB1 genes, similarly sized genes share almost no sequences in common (Fig. 5C ). Some alleles that group as medium-or large-sized erp genes have less homology with other members of their own size group (as low as 17%) than with members of other groups (as high as 34%), suggesting that recombination has frequently occurred between alleles of different size groups (Fig. 3) .
Evidence of recombination is common among alleles within each group (Fig. 4 and 5) . Indeed, there is strong evidence that the majority of erp alleles are chimeras, comprised of erp DNA segments from multiple phylogenetic branches within each group of erp sizes. That is, a part of the protein-coding region of nearly every erp allele is more similar to a region of an otherwise distantly related allele than it is to alleles with which it is, overall, closely related. The locations of the recombination breakpoints, as well as the donors of the inserted fragments, were identified with high confidence by at least three independent statistical algorithms ( Fig. 4 ; see also Table S1 in the supplemental material).
Recombination events between sequences from different erp size groups were also apparent after manual searching for homologous sequences. For example, four identical small erp alleles (strain 118a Q40, strain 72a Q39, CA-11.2A Q39, and 94a Q40) are chimeras of a medium-sized and a small-sized erp gene (Fig. 6 ).
DISCUSSION
The examined Lyme disease spirochetes naturally contain numerous, distinct cp32 prophages. Our previous analyses detected 12 types of cp32 replication/segregation loci (46, 58) . The present analysis of 22 Lyme spirochete strains found only those 12 groups, suggesting that this may represent the total diversity of cp32 incompatibility groups in nature. Despite the limited number of cp32 plasmids in Lyme spirochetes, diversity at the erp loci appears to be almost endless. In addition to simple genetic drift, diversity among erp alleles has been increased by repeated recombination events among sequences of the same and different size groups and from many different, unidentified sources.
The operator regions of all erp loci are highly conserved. This is consistent with previous observations that different erp operons are similarly affected by culture conditions and are expressed during vertebrate infection (18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 59, 78, 82, 88, 89, 90, 91) . The region of greatest diversity in erp 5=-noncoding DNAs is the promoter Ϫ10 sequence. erp transcription utilizes both 70 and an alternative sigma, S , with some operons being primarily dependent upon S while others are not detectably affected by that RNA polymerase subunit (92, 93, 94) . Some erp sequences are poorly transcribed in rpoS mutant B. burgdorferi, a phenomenon that has been linked to differences in promoter Ϫ10 sequences (92, 93) . There is not an obvious pattern indicating whether an erp promoter contains a Ϫ10 element that strongly resembles the apparent consensus 70 -dependent sequence or a divergent Ϫ10 element. Identical Ϫ10 sequences are located in operons that include all different sizes of erp genes and in monoand bicistronic arrangements.
All erp sequences share a highly conserved 70-to 80-bp sequence at the 5= end, encoding the leader polypeptide, lipidation processing site, and the membrane sorting signal (3, 6, 13, 15, 40, 57, 88) . Hence, it can be concluded that all erp open reading frames share a single ancestor for their initial 20 to 30 codons. Examined Erp proteins localize to the outer leaflet of the Lyme spirochete's outer membrane (18, 22, 25) , and the extensive homology among erp gene 5= termini suggests that all Erp proteins are surface-exposed outer membrane proteins.
Beyond the sorting signal codons, erp sequences exhibit enormous diversity. As was also noted in a previous study (13) , erp sequences were more reliably compared if first separated into groupings of small-, medium-, and large-sized genes. However, the evolution of erp genes is far more complex than the previously proposed three lineages (13) . Pairwise comparisons of many sequences within the large-and medium-sized erp groups indicate little to no sequence homology. Those data indicate that, beyond the processing and sorting codons, erp sequences have descended from a very large number of independent evolutionary origins.
The extraordinary diversity of sequences at the erp locus are, in large part, derived from rampant intragenic and intergenic recombination. Many erp sequences contain large segments of unique DNA of unknown origins. It is probable that even more recombination events occurred during the evolution of the an-
FIG 4
Sequence diversity is generated by intragenic recombination. Evidence of intragenic recombination was apparent in the majority of analyzed alleles from small-, medium, and large-sized erp sequences (A, B, and C, respectively). The locations of recombination events are visualized by the changes in colors along the line representing the erp sequence; the identity of the donor erp allele is denoted above the colored line. For example, erp sequences 118a_AB39, 72a_N39, N40_erp26, and DN127_R39 (C, top) all contain a segment homologous to the erp sequence 94a_M41 near the 3= end of the protein. Despite the diversity generated by recombination, identical alleles are present in multiple strains in all three size classes of erp sequences. All described recombination events were supported by at least three independent algorithms (see Table S1 in the supplemental material). Recombination events between alleles of different size classes could not be detected by the methods used here. The sequences of erp alleles carried by strains BL206 and Sh-2-82 are identical to sequences maintained by strains B31 and 297, respectively, and were omitted from these analyses since they did not provide unique information on genetic diversity (this work and reference 46). Asterisks at tree branches indicate bootstrap support values from 1,000 trials (***, Ͼ950; **, Ͼ850; *, Ͼ750; unmarked, Յ750).
alyzed 122 alleles, but since all available computational algorithms require alignments of stretches of similar sequences, we lack the ability to detect them. Thus, a phylogenetic map of erp evolution does not much resemble a tree(s) with linear branches but is more aptly described as a patchwork of crisscrossed paths. Nevertheless, all erp open reading frames include a 5= end of singular origin.
The complex evolutionary histories of erp alleles, along with their conserved position, regulatory sequences, and 5=-coding sequences, argue against a simple three-named division of erp genes, since none of the proposed named groups includes only alleles with a single ancestor while also excluding unrelated sequences (13) . Indeed, the same arguments used to justify splitting erp into three groups with distinct names are equally valid for further splitting of those groups into dozens of smaller groups (13) . Given the complex and intertwined evolutionary histories of sequences encoded at the erp locus, along with their regulatory similarities, we suggest retaining a common term to identify sequences at this locus, with the understanding that these sequences evolved along many distinct lineages. Future studies investigating the molecular consequences of sequence mosaics from distinct lineages and the actions of specific DNA segments are essential to infer the natural selection forces acting on this locus.
In addition to a wide range of sequence diversity among erp sequences, there are also numerous examples of sequence conservation. This tendency toward sequence conservation has previously been noted in analyses of four strains from eastern North America (46) . Identity among different isolates was again found in the current studies, with the erp loci present in B. burgdorferi strain BL206 being identical to those of type strain B31, each differing from the other by the presence or absence of three cp32s. Additionally, as is readily apparent from the phylogenies illustrated in Fig. 4 , identical alleles were found in many divergent strains, such as erpK of New York isolate B31 and open reading frames N38 and S38 of the California isolate CA-11.2A. Identical sequences were also found in bacteria isolated from North America and Europe, such as the erpP allele of B31 and open reading frame N42 in German strain ZS7. Near identity was also detected in erp sequences of different Borrelia genospecies. For example, the medium-sized AC26 locus of B. burgdorferi ZS7 is 99.5% identical to the Q36 locus of B. valaisiana VS116 (4 differences over 801 bp) and 98.6% identical to the A100 locus of unnamed genospecies SV1 (11 bp differences). These latter data suggest that "genospecies" of Lyme Borrelia are not genetically isolated from each other. As also noted previously (46) , the present study identified examples of erp sequences moving among different cp32s and probable horizontal transmission of cp32 elements.
The impacts of erp variation on bacterial phenotypes are largely unknown, as functions have yet to be defined for most Erp proteins. However, two examples of loss or gain of function have been identified. The Erp63 protein of B. spielmanii strain TIsar3 is nearly identical to the B. spielmanii strain TIsar2 Erp62 protein.
Yet, a single-nucleotide difference encodes a histidine residue in Erp62 and an arginine residue in Erp63 (95) . As a result, Erp62 binds both mammalian plasmin and factor H, while Erp63 can bind plasmin but not factor H (95) . B. burgdorferi strain B31 ErpX protein binds mammalian laminin, while closely related proteins, such as the B. burgdorferi strain N40 Erp26, lack that activity (42) .
The point(s) in the borrelial vertebrate-tick infection cycle at which interbacterial genetic exchange and erp locus mutations occur has yet to be precisely defined. Several studies demonstrated that erp gene sequences remain stable throughout mammalian infection (25, 89, 96, 97, 98) . Although one study reported evidence of erp recombination during mammalian infection (98) , a more detailed analysis indicated that the reported differences were PCR artifacts and that genetic variation had not occurred (97) . Presumably, then, erp recombination takes place during colonization of the tick midgut, a time at which numerous genetically distinct bacteria are found in close proximity to each other. The resulting increased sequence diversity of Erp surface adhesins may thus enhance the probability that transmitted bacteria will form beneficial interactions with host components.
In conclusion, Lyme spirochetes generally contain multiple cp32 replicons. Every complete cp32 replicon carries an erp locus, and erp loci were found only on cp32-related replicons. All erp alleles share a highly conserved 5= end, while the remainder of each gene has evolved through numerous mutational events, including acquisition of novel DNA sequences. Known functions of Erp proteins include adherence to vertebrate host proteins that may facilitate immune evasion and colonization of host tissues. Given that Erp proteins are exposed on the bacterial outer surface and are produced during vertebrate infection, it is reasonable to predict that all Erp proteins interact with host tissues. Presumably,
FIG 6
Strains 118a, 72a, CA-11.2A, and 94a each contain an identical erp gene that is a chimera of a small-and a medium-sized erp gene. Illustrated are a schematic and a sequence alignment comparing the strain 118a Q40 gene with the strain B31 erpA gene, which is a similar small-sized allele, and the strain 118a R38 gene, which is a similar medium-sized allele. All three open reading frames possess the characteristically conserved erp 5= sequence, indicated in blue. Sequences of 118a Q40 that are similar to those of erpA or R38 are indicated by green or orange, respectively. In the sequence alignment, sequences of erpA and R38 that are identical to those of Q40 are indicated by asterisks. The approximate region of the recombination event that combined a small-and medium-sized erp to produce the chimera is bordered by red arrowheads. these interactions enhance bacterial survival, thereby promoting persistence of cp32 elements in Lyme spirochetes.
